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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study boundary value problems for singularly perturbed
systems of the form
d2 u
2« s g u , ¨ , x , « , .2dx
1.1 .
d2 ¨
s f u , ¨ , x , « , .2dx
where u and ¨ are scalars, 0 - x - 1. Systems of this type describe
steady-state solutions of the reaction]diffusion system
­ u ­ 2 u
2y q « s g u , ¨ , x , « , .2­ t ­ x
1.2 .
­ ¨ ­ 2 ¨
y q s f u , ¨ , x , « . .2­ t ­ x
 .We consider 1.1 under the assumption that the corresponding degenerate
equation
g u , ¨ , x , 0 s 0 1.3 .  .
 .  .has two solutions, u s w ¨ , x and u s w ¨ , x , which intersect transver-1 2
sally. This can be interpreted as an exchange of stability of the two
 .  .branches of equilibria u s w ¨ , x and u s w ¨ , x consisting of a saddle1 2
  . .   . .point g . - 0 or a center g . ) 0 of the associated equationu u
d2 u
s g u , ¨ , x , 0 , .2dj
where ¨ and x are considered as parameters. Under the assumption that
 .1.3 has two intersecting solutions, the standard theory for singularly
 w x.  .perturbed systems see 1]3 cannot be applied to 1.1 . Our goal is to
extend results of the authors concerning the solution of initial value
w xproblems for singularly perturbed systems of the form 4
du




s f u , ¨ , t , « , .
dt
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w xand of boundary value problems for scalar equations 5 in the case of
exchange of stability.
To motivate our investigations we consider the following differential
system modeling a bimolecular reaction with fast bimolecular reaction rate
2 .  .  .r u, ¨ r« , slow monomolecular reaction rates g u and g ¨ , and inputs1 2
 .  .I x and I x , depending only on the space variable x:a b
2­ u ­ u r u , ¨ .
s q I x y g u y , .  .a 12 2­ t ­ x «
1.5 .
2­ ¨ ­ ¨ r u , ¨ .
s q I x y g ¨ y . .  .b 22 2­ t ­ x «
 .A stationary solution of 1.5 satisfies
2d u
2 2« s y« I x y g u q r u , ¨ , .  .  . .a 12dx
1.6 .
2d ¨
2 2« s y« I x y g ¨ q r u , ¨ . .  .  . .b 22dx
 .After the coordinate transformation u s u, ¨ s u y ¨ , system 1.6 can be
rewritten as
d2 u
2 2« s y« I x y g u q r u , u y ¨ , .  .  . .a 12dx
1.7 .
d2 ¨
s I x y I x y g u y ¨ q g u , .  .  .  .b a 2 12dx
 .which has the form 1.1 .
The main results of this paper concern the existence and the asymptotic
behavior in « of the solution of some boundary value problem related to
 .system 1.1 in the case of exchange of stability.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the
boundary value problem under consideration and introduce our assump-
tions. Section 3 contains our main result concerning the existence and
asymptotic behavior of the solution of the boundary value problem. In the
final section we illustrate our result by considering two examples modeling
the stationary concentrations of fast bimolecular reactions.
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2. NOTATION. FORMULATION OF THE
PROBLEM. ASSUMPTIONS
 < < 4Let I be the interval defined by I [ x g R: x - v , v ) 0; letv v
q  4I [ I l x g R: x ) 0 . We introduce the sets G and D by G [ Iv v 0 0 0 ¨ 0
 .= 0, 1 , D [ I = G , where u and ¨ are positive numbers.0 u 0 0 00
In what follows we study the singularly perturbed nonlinear boundary
value problem
d2 u
2« s g u , ¨ , x , « , .2dx
d2 ¨
s f u , ¨ , x , « , x g 0, 1 , .  .2dx
2.1 .
uX 0 s uX 1 s 0, ¨ 0 s ¨ 0 , ¨ 1 s ¨ 1 .  .  .  .
under the following assumptions:
 .A Let « be a small positive number. The functions f and g are1 0
twice continuously differentiable in D = Iq where all derivatives are0 « 0
continuous in the closure of D = Iq .0 « 0
The boundary value problem
d2 ¨
s f u , ¨ , x , 0 , x g 0, 1 , .  .2dx
0 s g u , ¨ , x , 0 , .
2.2 .
¨ 0 s ¨ 0 , ¨ 1 s ¨ 1 .  .
 .is called the degenerate problem to 2.1 .
 .  .In the case where g u, ¨ , x, 0 s 0 has an isolated solution u s w ¨ , x
 .in D , the degenerate problem 2.2 can be written in the form0
d2 ¨
s f w ¨ , x , ¨ , x , 0 , x g 0, 1 , .  . .2dx
¨ 0 s ¨ 0 , ¨ 1 s ¨ 1 , .  .
w xand under some additional assumptions the standard theory 1]3 can be
 .applied to 2.1 .
 .In the sequel we study 2.1 in the nonstandard case by assuming
 .  .A Equation 1.3 has two continuously differentiable solutions2
 .  .u s w ¨ , x and u s w ¨ , x in D .1 2 0
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 . w xA There exists a continuous function k: 0, 1 ª R such that3
  . .   . . w xw k x , x ' w k x , x ; x g 0, 1 .1 2
 .  .  .Assumption A says that the surfaces u s w ¨ , x and u s w ¨ , x3 1 2
intersect at a curve whose projection into the region G is described by0
 .¨ s k x .
 .  .A There is a point x g 0, 1 such that the boundary value4 0
problems
d2 ¨
s f w ¨ , x , ¨ , x , 0 , 0 - x - x , . .1 02dx
¨ 0 s ¨ 0 , ¨ x s k x .  .  .0 0
and
d2 ¨
s f w ¨ , x , ¨ , x , 0 , x - x - 1, . .2 02dx
¨ x s k x , ¨ 1 s ¨ 1 .  .  .0 0
 .  . w x w xhave solutions ¨ x and ¨ x defined on 0, x and x , 1 , respectively,1 2 0 0
and satisfying
¨ X x s ¨ X x . .  .1 0 2 0
 .We define the function ¨ x byÃ
¨ x for 0 F x F x , .1 0¨ x s .Ã  ¨ x for x F x F 1. .2 0
 .It is easy to see that ¨ x is twice continuously differentiable and repre-Ã
sents a solution of the degenerate problem
d2 ¨
s f w ¨ , x , ¨ , x , 0 , . .Ã2dx 2.3 .
¨ 0 s ¨ 0 , ¨ 1 s ¨ 1 , 0 - x - 1, .  .
 .where w ¨ , x is defined byÃ
w ¨ , x for 0 F x F x , .1 0
w ¨ , x [ 2.4 .  .Ã  w ¨ , x for x F x F 1. .2 0
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 .By means of ¨ x we introduce the functionsÃ
c x [ w ¨ x , x , c x [ w ¨ x , x , 2.5 .  .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ã1 1 2 2
which are twice continuously differentiable solutions of the degenerate
 .  .equation 1.3 with ¨ s ¨ x and satisfyÃ
c x s c x . 2.6 .  .  .1 0 2 0
 .  .Concerning the relative position of the curves u s c x and u s c x ,1 2
we assume
 .  .  .  .A i c x ) c x for 0 F x - x .5 1 2 0
 .  .  .ii c x - c x for x - x F 1.1 2 0
 .  .From A and A it follows that1 5
c X x G c X x . 2.7 .  .  .2 0 1 0
 .We define the function u x byÃ
c x for 0 F x F x , .1 0u x s 2.8 .  .Ã  c x for x F x F 1. .2 0
 .We note that u x is not necessarily differentiable at x s x .Ã 0
To motivate the following assumptions we introduce the associated
 .equation to system 1.2 :
d2 u
s g u , ¨ , x , 0 , 2.9 .  .2dj
 .in which ¨ , x are considered as parameters. From hypothesis A it2
 .follows that 2.9 has two intersecting families of equilibria, the stability of
which is determined by the sign of g at these families. The followingu
assumption describes the behavior of the sign of g at these families as au
function of x and characterizes an exchange of stabilities of these families:
 .A 6
g c x , ¨ x , x , 0 ) 0 for 0 F x - x , .  . .Ãu 1 0
g c x , ¨ x , x , 0 - 0 for x - x F 1, .  . .Ãu 1 0
g c x , ¨ x , x , 0 - 0 for 0 F x - x , .  . .Ãu 2 0
g c x , ¨ x , x , 0 ) 0 for x - x F 1. .  . .Ãu 2 0
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From this assumption it follows that
g c x , ¨ x , x , 0 s 0, i s 1, 2. .  . .Ãu i 0 0 0
 .  .DEFINITION 2.1. Under the assumptions A ] A , the vector function1 6
  .  ..  .u x , ¨ x is referred to as the composed stable solution of 2.2 .Ã Ã
For the sequel it is convenient to introduce the following notation: the
Ãsign over g and f or some derivatives of g and f denotes that we have to
 .   .  . .consider the arguments u, ¨ , « at u x , ¨ x , 0 .Ã Ã
The composed stable solution satisfies
w xg u x , ¨ x , x , 0 \ g x ' 0 for x g 0, 1 , .  .  . .Ã Ã Ã
2.10 .
g x ) 0 for x / x , g x s 0. .  .Ã Ãu 0 u 0
In the sequel, the concept of ordered lower and upper solutions to the
 .boundary value problem 2.1 plays a central role in our approach.
 .  u . ¨  ..  .DEFINITION 2.2. The functions a x, « s a x, « , a x, « , b x, «
 u . ¨  .. w x qs b x, « , b x, « that are continuous on 0, 1 = I and piecewise« 0
 . qtwice continuously differentiable with respect to x in 0, 1 ;« g I are« 0
 . qcalled lower and upper solutions of 2.1 , respectively, for « g I if they« 0
satisfy the following inequalities:
d2a u d2b u
2 u ¨ 2 u ¨« y g a , a , x , « G 0 G « y g b , b , x , « , .  .2 2dx dx
for 0 - x - 1 2.11 .
d2a ¨ d2b ¨
u ¨ u ¨y f a , a , x , « G 0 G y f b , b , x , « , .  .2 2dx dx
for 0 - x - 1 2.12 .
db u da u db u da u
0, « F 0 F 0, « , 1, « G 0 G 1, « , 2.13 .  .  .  .  .
dx dx dx dx
a ¨ 0, « F ¨ 0 F b ¨ 0, « , a ¨ 1, « F ¨ 1 F b ¨ 1, « . 2.14 .  .  .  .  .
U  .At any point x g 0, 1 where a or b is not differentiable with respect to
x we require
a X xU y 0 F a X xU q 0 , b X xU y 0 G b X xU q 0 . 2.15 .  .  .  .  .
They are called ordered lower and upper solutions if they also satisfy
a x , « F b x , « . 2.16 .  .  .
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The following assumptions are used to construct ordered lower and upper
solutions near the composed stable solution:
 .A There are positive constants m, d , d , and D such that for7 1 2
w xx g 0, 1 ,
 .   . .i m y w ¨ x , x G d .Ã Ã¨ 1
 .  . 2  .  .ii g x m q 2 g x m q g x G d .Ã Ã Ãuu 0 u¨ 0 ¨ ¨ 0 2
Ã Ã 2 .  .  .iii f x m q f x G yp q D.u ¨
 .A 8
g x - 0. 2.17 .  .Ã« 0
 w xBy a general theorem see, for example, 6, p. 406 the existence of ordered
 . qlower and upper solutions to 2.1 for « g I implies the existence of at« 0
 .  .least one solution of 2.1 , provided g, f has the property of quasi-mono-
tonicity.
  .  ..DEFINITION 2.3. We call g u, ¨ , x, « , f u, ¨ , x, « quasi-monotone
 . w  .  .x w  .nonincreasing with respect to u, ¨ in u x, « F u F u x, « = ¨ x, «
q .x  .  .  .F ¨ F ¨ x, « for x, « g 0, 1 = I if g u, ¨ , x, « is nonincreasing in ¨«
w  .  .x w  .  .x  .for ¨ g ¨ x, « , ¨ x, « for any u g u x, « , u x, « , and f u, ¨ , x, « is
w  .  .x w  .  .xnonincreasing in u for u g u x, « , u x, « for any ¨ g ¨ x, « , ¨ x, « .
Hence, we finally assume
 .   .  ..A The vector function g u, ¨ , x, « , f u, ¨ , x, « is quasi-mono-9
 .tone nonincreasing in u, ¨ in some neighborhood of the composed stable
solution.
3. EXISTENCE AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF
THE SOLUTION
 .In this section we show that the boundary value problem 2.1 has
a solution that is close to the composed stable solution for sufficiently
small « .
 .  .THEOREM 3.1. Assume hypotheses A ] A to be ¨alid. Then there1 9
exists a sufficiently small « such that for 0 - « F « the boundary ¨alue1 1
 .   .  .. w xproblem 2.1 has a solution u x, « , ¨ x, « satisfying, for x g 0, 1 ,
lim u x , « s u x , .  .Ã
«ª0
3.1 .
lim ¨ x , « s ¨ x . .  .Ã
«ª0
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w xMoreo¨er, we ha¨e, for x g 0, 1 ,
’u x , « s u x q O « , .  .Ã  .
’¨ x , « s ¨ x q O « . .  .Ã  .
Proof. To prove our theorem we use the technique of lower and upper
solutions. As already mentioned above, under our hypotheses the existence
of ordered lower and upper solutions implies that there exists at least one
  .  ..  .solution u x, « , ¨ x, « of 2.1 satisfying
a u x , « F u x , « F b u x , « , a ¨ x , « F ¨ x , « F b ¨ x , « . .  .  .  .  .  .
For the construction of lower and upper solutions we will use the com-
  .  ..  .  .posed stable solution u x , ¨ x . From the definition of u x in 2.8 andÃ Ã Ã
 .  . X . Xfrom 2.7 it follows that u x satisfies the inequality u x y 0 F u x qÃ Ã Ã0 0
.  .  .0 . Thus, u x fulfills the condition 2.15 at x s x for the lower solution,Ã 0
X . X .but in the case u x y 0 - u x q 0 it does not fulfill the conditionÃ Ã0 0
 .2.15 at x s x for the upper solution. Therefore, to construct an upper0
 . solution we smooth u x by means of a known procedure see, forÃ
w x.example, 7 .
Using the function
1 j 2v j s exp ys ds, 3.2 .  .  .H’p y`
where j is defined by
j s x y x r« , 3.3 .  .0
we introduce the smooth function
u x , « [ c x v yj q c x v j 3.4 .  .  .  .  .  .Ä 1 2
X . X . w xsatisfying u x y 0, « s u x q 0, « for all x. It is easy to show 7 thatÄ Ä
u x , « s u x q O « . 3.5 .  .  .  .Ä Ã
 u . ¨  ..  .Now we construct an upper solution b x, « , b x, « of 2.1 by using
 .the smooth function u x, « in the following form:Ä
u yk x r« yk 1yx .r«’b x , « s u x , « q « gmh x q « e q e , .  .  .  .Ä
3.6 .
¨ ’b x , « s ¨ x q « g h x , .  .  .Ã
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where
p x q d .
h x [ sin , d ) 0, 3.7 .  .
1 q 2d
w x  .is positive for x g 0, 1 , m is defined in assumption A , and the positive7
constants g , k , and d will be chosen in an appropriate way later.
 . 0  . 1  .From ¨ 0 s ¨ , ¨ 1 s ¨ and from 3.6 it follows that the inequalityÃ Ã
 . ¨2.14 for b is fulfilled.
 .  .By 3.2 ] 3.4 we have
du 1Ä X X 2s c x v yj q c x v j q exp yj c x y c x . .  .  .  .  .  . . .1 2 2 1’dx « p
3.8 .
 .  .According to 2.5 and 2.6 there is a positive constant c such that forÄ
w xx g 0, 1 ,
Xc x y c x s c x q c x q u x y x x y x .  .  .  .  . .2 1 2 0 2 0 1 0 0
Xyc x y c x q u x y x x y x .  .  . .1 0 1 0 2 0 0
< <F c x y x . 3.9 .Ä 0
 .  .  .Hence, by 3.8 , 3.9 , and 3.3 there exists a positive constant c such that1
du cÄ Ä
2< <F c q j exp yj F c q c. 3.10 . . Ä1 1’dx p
If we differentiate b u with respect to x at x s 0 and x s 1, respectively,
we get
udb duÄ ’0, « s 0, « y k q O « , .  .  .
dx dx
udb duÄ ’1, « s 1, « q k q O « . .  .  .
dx dx
 . u  .Consequently, by 3.10 , db rdx x, « is negative at x s 0 and positive at
x s 1, respectively, for k sufficiently large and « sufficiently small, i.e., the
u  .inequalities for b in 2.13 are fulfilled.
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u ¨  .Now we check that b and b satisfy the inequalities 2.11 . From
 .  .3.6 ] 3.9 we obtain that there is a positive constant c such that for2
« g I ,« 0
d2b u
Y Y2 2« s « c x v yj q c x v j .  .  .  .1 22 dx
2
X Xy1 2q« c x y c x exp yj .  . .  .2 1’p
2
y2 2y« c x y c x j exp yj .  . .  .2 1’p
k x k 1 y x .
Y 2 y1’q « mg h x q k « exp y q exp y .  / 5 / /« «
F c 1 q « 3r2g « . 3.11 . .2
 .  .By assumption A and taking into account 3.5 , we have the representa-1
tion
g b u x , « , b ¨ x , « , x , « .  . .
’ ’s g u x q « mg h x q O « , ¨ x q « g h x , x , « .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã .
’ ’s g u x q « mg h x , ¨ x q « g h x , x , 0 q r x , « , .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã .
 . <  . <where r x, « satisfies r x, « F c « with some constant c . Using this3 3
 .representation and 2.10 , we get
g b u x , « , b ¨ x , « , x , « .  . .
’s g u , ¨ , x , 0 q g x m q g x « g h x .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ãu ¨
1
2 2 2q «g g x m q 2 g x m q g x h x .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ãuu u¨ ¨ ¨2
q r x , « q o « .  .
’s g x m y w x g h x « .  .  . .Ã Ãu ¨
2g
2 2q g x m q 2 g x m q g x h x « .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ãuu u¨ ¨ ¨2
q r x , « q o « . 3.12 .  .  .
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 .  .From 3.7 it follows that there is a positive constant c s c d such that4 4
w xh x G c d for x g 0, 1 . 3.13 .  .  .4
 .  .Let n be any positive number such that I [ x y n , x q n ; 0, 1 . Byn 0 0
 . .assumption A ii for sufficiently small n there is a positive constant7
 .c s c n such that5 5
g x m2 q 2 g x m q g x G c n for x g I . 3.14 .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ãuu u¨ ¨ ¨ 5 n
 .   ..  .Therefore, taking into account that g x G 0 see 2.10 , m y w x ) 0Ã Ãu ¨
  . ..see A i in the interval I , we have7 n
g b u x , « , b ¨ x , « , x , « G c n c2 d g 2r2 y c « q o « . .  .  .  .  . .  .5 4 3
3.15 .
 .  .From 3.11 and 3.15 we get for x g I ,n
d2b u
2 u ¨« y g b x , « , b x , « , x , « .  . .2dx
F c 1 q « 3r2g q c y c2 d c n g 2r2 « q o « . 3.16 .  .  .  . . .2 3 4 5
If we choose g so large that
c 1 q « 3r2g q c y c2 d c n g 2r2 - 0, .  . .1 3 4 5
 u ¨ .  .then b , b satisfies the inequality 2.11 for x g I and sufficientlyn
small « .
 .  . .  .From the assumptions A and A i and from the inequality g x ) 0Ã1 7 u
 .for x / x , it follows that there is a positive constant c s c n such that0 6 6
g x m q g x s g x m y w G c n .  .  .  . .Ã Ã Ã Ãu ¨ u ¨ 6
c w x w xfor x g I [ 0, x y n j x q n , 1 . 3.17 .n 0 0
 .  . cThen, by 3.12 and 3.17 , we have for x g I ,n
u ¨ ’ ’g b x , « , b x , « , x , « G c n c d g « q o « . 3.18 .  .  .  .  . .  .6 4
Therefore, we get
d2b u
2 u ¨« y g b x , « , b x , « , x , « .  . .2dx
’ ’F yc n c d g « q o « F 0 3.19 .  .  . .6 4
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 u ¨ .  .for sufficiently small « . Consequently, b , b satisfies inequality 2.11
 . ¨  .  .  .  .for x g 0, 1 . Concerning b x, « , we obtain from 3.6 , 3.7 , and 2.3
d2b ¨
u ¨y f b x , « , b x , « , x , « .  . .2dx
2d Ã¨ Y’s q « g h x y f u x , ¨ x , x , 0 .  .  . .Ã Ã2dx
Ã Ã ’ ’q f x m q f x « g h x q o « .  .  .  . . 5u ¨
Y Ã Ã’ ’s g « h x y f x m q f x h x q o « .  .  .  .  . 5u ¨
2p p x q d .Ã Ã’ ’s g « y y f x m q f x sin q o « . .  .  . .u ¨ /1 q 2d 1 q 2d
 . .It follows from assumption A iii that we can choose d sufficiently small7
to satisfy
2p Ã Ãy y f x m q f x F yr , r ) 0. 3.20 .  .  . .u ¨ 1 1 /1 q 2d
Consequently, we get the inequality
d2b ¨
u ¨y f b x , « , b x , « , x , « F 0 for x g 0, 1 , .  .  . .2dx
 u . ¨  ...and this implies that b x, « , b x, « satisfies the inequalities
 .  .2.11 ] 2.16 .
 u . ¨  ..A lower solution a x, « , a x, « will be constructed in the form
a u x , « [ u x y «mg h x y « eyk x r« q eyk 1yx .r« , .  .  .  .Ã
3.21 .
a ¨ x , « [ ¨ x y «g h x , .  .  .Ã
 .  .where h x is the same function as in 3.7 , m is the constant from
 .assumption A , and k and g are some positive numbers to be chosen in7
 . ¨an appropriate way. It is obvious that the inequalities 2.14 for a are
fulfilled.
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If we differentiate a u with respect to x at x s 0 and x s 1, respec-
tively, we get
da u duÃ
0, « s 0, « q k q O « , .  .  .
dx dx
da u duÃ
1, « s 1, « y k q O « . .  .  .
dx dx
u Consequently, for k sufficiently large and « sufficiently small, da rdx x,
.« is positive at x s 0 and negative at x s 1, respectively, i.e., the
 . uinequalities 2.13 for a are satisfied.
 u . ¨  ..  .To check that a x, « , a x, « , defined by 3.21 , satisfies conditions
 .  .  .  .2.11 and 2.12 , we substitute 3.21 into 2.11 . We get
d2a u
2 u ¨« y g a x , « , a x , « , x , « .  . .2dx
d2 uÃ
2s « y g u , ¨ , x , 0 y « g x .  .Ã Ã Ã«2dx
q «g h x g x m q g x 4 .  .  .Ã Ãu ¨
q « eyk x r« g x y k 2 q « eyk 1yx .r« g x y k 2 q O « 2 . .  .  .Ã Ã .  .u u
3.22 .
 .  .  . <  . <Taking into account 2.10 , 3.13 , 3.17 , and the inequality g x F c ,Ã« 7
where c is some positive constant, we have for x g I c7 n
d2a u
2 u ¨« y g a x , « , a x , « , x , « .  . .2dx
yk x r« yk 1yx .r« 2G « g c n c d q e q e g x y k y c .  .  .  .Ã .6 4 u 7
q O « 2 . .
 . w xFrom the boundedness of g x in 0, 1 we get that we can choose gÃu
sufficiently large such that the expression in the brackets is positive, that
is, for sufficiently small « we have
d2a u
2 u ¨ c« y g a x , « , a x , « , x , « G 0 for x g I . .  . . n2dx
 .  . .  .To check 2.11 for x g I we note that by assumption A i , g x m qÃn 7 u
 .  .g x G 0, and that the exponential terms in 3.22 are less than any orderÃ¨
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 .of « . Therefore, we get from 3.22
d2a u
2 u ¨ 2« y g a x , « , a x , « , x , « G y« g x q O « . .  .  .  . . Ã«2dx
 .From 2.17 it follows for sufficiently small n that there is a positive
 .  .  .constant c s c n such that yg x G c for x g I . Hence, y« g x qÃ Ã8 8 « 8 n «
 2 .O « G 0 for sufficiently small « and for x g I . Thus, the validity of then
 . u  .  .inequalities 2.11 for a in I follows from A . Substituting 3.21 inton 8
 .2.12 , we get
d2a ¨
u ¨y f a x , « , a x , « , x , « .  . .2dx
d2 Ã¨ Ã Ãs y f x y « f x .  .«2dx
Y Ã Ãy «g h x y f x m q f x h x .  .  .  . . 5u ¨
Ã yk x r« yk 1yx .r« 2q « f x e q e q O « . .  .  .u
Ã .  .By the boundedness of f x and by 3.20 we can choose g sufficiently«
large such that we have
d2a ¨
u ¨y f a x , « , a x , « , x , « G 0. .  . .2dx
 .  .Thus, we have constructed a lower 3.21 and an upper 3.6 solution to
 .2.1 .
 .From these relations it follows that the inequality 2.16 is satisfied, i.e.,
 .a and b are ordered lower and upper solutions to 2.1 . Therefore, we can
  .  .  .conclude that there exists a solution u x, « , ¨ x, « of 2.1 satisfying
a u x , « F u x , « F b u x , « , a ¨ x , « F ¨ x , « F b ¨ x , « . .  .  .  .  .  .
3.23 .
 .  .The relations 3.6 and 3.21 show that
a u x , « s u x y r u x , « ; b u x , « s u x q r u x , « , .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ãy q
3.24 .
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨a x , « s ¨ x y r x , « ; b x , « s ¨ x q r x , « , .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ãy q
u ¨ u, ¨  . uwhere r and r are positive functions satisfying r s O « , and r andy y y q
¨ u, ¨ ’ .r are positive functions satisfying r s O « . Obviously, we get fromq q
 .  .3.23 and 3.24
’ ’u x , « s u x q O « , ¨ x , « s ¨ x q O « , .  .  .  .Ã Ã .  .
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 .and consequently the relations 3.1 hold. This completes the proof of
Theorem 3.1.
 .  .Remark 3.2. If we assume that the functions c x and c x intersect1 2
for x s x with the same slope, then the proof can be simplified because0
we do not need the smoothing procedure.
 .Remark 3.3. Concerning the assumption A : it should be noted that9
 .  .the property of quasi-monotonicity of the vector function g, f in u, ¨ is
required only in the region bounded by lower and upper solutions. We use
this fact in the next section.
4. EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 4.1. We study the boundary value problem
d2 u
2« s u u y ¨ y « I x , .  .2dx
d2 ¨
s d , x g 0, 1 .2dx
4.1 .
uX 0 s uX 1 s 0, ¨ 0 s y1, ¨ 1 s 1, .  .  .  .
w x q  .where I: 0, 1 ª R is positive and continuous. System 4.1 follows from
 .  .  .  .  .  .1.7 if we set g u ' 0, g u y ¨ ' 0, r u, u y ¨ ' u u y ¨ , I x s1 2 a
 .  .  .  .I x r« , I x s I x q d , where d is positive. Consequently, system 4.1b a
describes the steady-state behavior of a reaction]diffusion system with
pure fast biomolecular reactions.
Taking into account that the boundary value problem
d2 ¨
s d , x g 0, 1 .2dx
¨ 0 s y1, ¨ 1 s 1 .  .
has the solution
d 4 y d
2¨ x ' x q x y 1, 4.2 .  .Ã
2 2
 .then we can reduce the boundary value problem 4.1 to the following one:
d2 u
2« s u u y ¨ x y « I x ' g u , x , « , .  .  . .Ã2dx 4.3 .
uX 0 s uX 1 s 0. .  .
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 .Now we apply Theorem 3.1 to the boundary value problem 4.3 containing
only fast variables. In that case the functions w and w coincide with the1 2
 .  .functions c and c , the conditions A and A are trivially fulfilled,1 2 4 9
 . .  . .and conditions A i and A iii can be satisfied by choosing m G d , D7 7 1
- p 2.
 .  .The degenerate equation to 4.3 has the solutions u s w x ' 0,1
2’ .  .  .u s w x ' ¨ x intersecting at x s x [ y4 q d q 16 q d r2d gÃ2 0
 .  .  .0, 1 . The conditions A and A can easily be verified. The composed5 6
 .stable solution u x is defined byÃ
0 for 0 F x F x ,0
u x [ 4.4 .  .Ã  ¨ x for x F x F 1. .Ã 0
 . . 2  .  .Assumption A ii reads 2m G d as g ' 0 by 4.3 . A is satisfied7 2 ¨ 8
 .  .  .since I x ) 0. By Theorem 3.1 we get that 4.3 has a solution u x, «
satisfying
’u x , « s u x q O « . .  .Ã  .
EXAMPLE 4.2. We consider the boundary value problem
d2 u
2 2« s u u y ¨ y « I x y 3« u , .  .2dx
d2 ¨
s y7u , x g 0, 1 , .2dx
4.5 .
uX 0 s uX 1 s 0, ¨ 0 s y1, ¨ 1 s 1, .  .  .  .
 .  .where I x is a positive continuous function. System 4.5 follows from
 .  .  .  .  .  .1.7 if we set g u ' y7u, g ¨ ' 0, r u, u y ¨ ' u u y ¨ , I x '1 2 a
 .  .  .  .I x s 1r« I x . The degenerate equation u u y ¨ s 0 has exactly twob
 .  .solutions, u s w ¨ , x ' 0 and u s w ¨ , x ' ¨ , intersecting at the x1 2
 .axis in the u, ¨ , x space, i.e., k x ' 0. To construct the composed stable
solution we consider the following boundary value problems.
 .The function ¨ x is defined by the boundary value problem1
d2 ¨
s 0, x g 0, x , .02dx 4.6 .
¨ 0 s y1, ¨ x s 0, .  .0
 .where x is any point of the interval 0, 1 . This problem has the solution0
x y x0¨ x s . .1 x0
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 .The function ¨ x is determined by the boundary value problem2
d2 ¨
s y7¨ , x g x , 1 , .02dx 4.7 .
¨ x s 0, ¨ 1 s 1. .  .0
It is easy to show that
’sin 7 x y x . .0¨ x s .2 ’sin 7 1 y x . .0
 .  .solves 4.7 . To construct ¨ x we must determine the point x such thatÃ 0
¨ X x s ¨ X x . .  .1 0 2 0
It follows that x satisfies the equation0
’ ’7 x s sin 7 1 y x , . .
 .which has a unique solution x g 0, 1 , where x f 0.377. Therefore, we0 0
have
x y x0¡ for 0 F x F x ,0x0~¨ x [ .Ã ’sin 7 x y x . .0
for x F x F 1.0¢ ’sin 7 1 y x . .0
 .We note that ¨ x is negative for 0 F x - x and positive for x - x F 1.Ã 0 0
 .  .Hence, we have, by 2.4 and 2.5 ,
0 for 0 F x - x ,0
w x [ .Ã¨  1 for x - x F 1,0 4.8 .
c x ' 0, c x ' ¨ x . .  .  .Ã1 2
 .  .  .Thus, the assumptions A ] A are satisfied. From 4.5 we get g s 2u1 5 u
y ¨ . Therefore, we have
g c x , ¨ x , x , 0 ' y¨ x , g c x , ¨ x , x , 0 ' ¨ x , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã Ãu 1 u 2
 .which means that assumption A holds.6
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 .The function u x readsÃ
0 for 0 F x F x ,¡ 0
’~ sin 7 x y x . .u x s 4.9 .  .Ã 0
for x F x F 1.0¢ ’sin 7 1 y x . .0
 .Taking into account 4.8 and
g x m2 q 2 g x m q g x ' 2m m y 1 , .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ãuu 0 u¨ 0 ¨ ¨ 0
Ã Ãf x m q f x ' y3m , .  .u ¨
 .  2assumption A is satisfied if we set m s 3 q d , where 0 - d - p y7 1 1
.9 r3.
 .From the positivity of the function I x it follows immediately that
 .  .  .g x s yI x - 0, i.e., the assumption A is fulfilled. Finally, fromÃ« 0 0 8
 .  .4.5 we get g s yu, f ' y7, that is, the vector function g, f is¨ u
quasi-monotone nonincreasing only for u G 0. It is easy to check that we
u  . ¨  .can take in our example a s u x , a s ¨ x ; in particular, we haveÃ Ã
u u ’ ’da da 7 cos 7 1 y x . .0X X0 ' u 0 s 0, 1 ' u 1 s - 0. .  .  .  .Ã Ã ’dx dx sin 7 1 y x . .0
 .Then g, f will be quasi-monotone nonincreasing in the region bounded
 .by lower and upper solutions as the function u x is obviously nonnegativeÃ
  ..see 4.9 .
By Remark 3.3, we can apply Theorem 3.1 and get that the boundary
 .   .  ..value problem 4.5 has a solution u x, « , ¨ x, « satisfying
¡ ’0 q O « for 0 F x F x , . 0
~ ’sin 7 x y x .u x , « s .  .0 ’q O « for x F x F 1, . 0¢ ’sin 7 1 y x . .0
x y x0¡ ’q O « for 0 F x F x , . 0x0~¨ x , « s . ’sin 7 x y x . .0 ’q O « for x F x F 1. . 0¢ ’sin 7 1 y x . .0
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